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When large numbers of subjects are used in a resear.ch project, the'data

are frequently-analyzed by computer. Many researchers collect the data, then

trampler the Opta to coding sheets before entry into the computer. Record-

ing the data onto the coding sheets can take approximately as long.as the

actual:data entry and, in addition, introduces another possible source of

error. In ,manyinstances-it is possible to format the Vta.collection:instru-.

-4.ment sp-thattfle.data can be entered directly from that instrument 'without

havi3Og to .use coding sheets. _0"
{', V "'
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6.11ariety of ways in which:instrOments 'can be formatted for.. ,

_ .
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, r
k 0, ".' 7have little to do with whether or not the respondent ChO9'ses ''to,fansKer the

questions since the interviewer records the responses and the responden,c,My

never actually see the instrument.
31. 0

While there are different ways of formatting the same type of item, it "
may be that one or more ways are preferred by those, who actually enter the

data. This investigation was undei-taken to examine the preferences'of data

entry personnel with regard to four situations: numeric response items,.in..

-1)fdividual multiple choice items, multiple choice items in which there are sev-

eral items with the same response options, and card column indicator placq-

ment. Some of the mare common examples have been used due to the difficulty

of including all possible examples for each of t_he four design elements.
A
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it is acknowledged that these are not the-ouly types of items or format con-

siderations and that any results obtained pertain only to the type included

in this reseach.

Method

Subjects

4

0.

tik0.1

t

The subjects were 13 females comprising the Data Entry.staff at a major

*nitrersity. One individual was the manager, while the other 12 were profes-

sional data entry employees. They had been employed in data entri, for from

three to twenty-one. years, with three employees having twenty or more years

of experience. The average was 12 years.

The Data Entry office is primarily responsible for- entry of data for

administrative purposes at the institutional level. ,When time permits, data
F

entry assignments from other individyals and groups within the university

setting are alb accepted. Data can be entered directly from data collection
17

instruments when prdperly formatted.-

Instrument -.;

Ease ,of Entry. 'A data ,Collecti-on instrument was designed to determine
-?

the ease of ent,i-Sof various 'erypes offtrmars fo'r numeric response items,
.

_

d
individual multiple choice ftems, sets of multiple choice items, having

fi
th-2,same response options,..an4 car'd column indicators. Several format, options

-were selected for each of the four areas beinO investigated based --On s

Rty, of actual instruments and examples of instruments found in resource and
:

.

I \n-
. .

40,,,,,

. .
textbooks. 'The numeric response section contained five examples; the indi-

vidual multiple choice section had ten items; the sets of multiple choice

2
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items consisted of eight formatsr and the card column indiCator placement
s

section included four.examples.

Beside each example, the subject rated the format on the following basis:

1. Very Difficult; 2. Difficult; 3. Not'Sure; 4. Easy; or 5. Very Easy. The

subject was directed to consider the ease or difficulty of entering an entire

survey or questionnaire formatted like. the example.

Preferences and Forced Choice. At the end of each of the f6nrsections,
,1

-the respondents were asked to i0entify the example they would most prefer

from among those presented. In addition, multiple choice questions were in-

cluded at the ends of three sections in an attempt to pinpoint specific design

preferences.

a

The final page of the instrument elicited the number of years of experi-
\

ence-t)f the respondent, the most troublesome type of format or survey struc-

ture for them to enter, and their opinions regarding the difficulty of left-
ti

hand stapling when card column indicators (and answer blanks) were along the

left-hand side of the page.

Results

Numeric

Ease of Entry. For numeric responses, the example showing answer blanks

or tiles vertically aligned along the ritht sideof the page (example B) was

easiest to enter as shown by the highest rating mean (4.33). (See Section

I.) This was the only example which was not markedjby a single respondent

as either Difficult or Very Difficult.

Preferences, Forced Choice. At the end of that section only four respon-
.

dents designated 9 preference for any numeric response format shown, and each

of those four selected a different format. When forded to consider, specific

3



telements in .the formats through the multiple choice items, the largest num-

bers of data entry personnel preferred lines (n=8), no periods (n=7), and

aligning answers along the right side of the page (n=8).

Individual Multiple Choice

Ease of Entry. The individual multiple choice format with the highest

overall mean was example B, which showed choices aligned vertically along the

left side of the paper beneath the item,. with the answer blank and answer

code (in parentheses) to the left of the response option. (gee Section II.)

Examples B and E (which are identical except fot the use of parentheses) were

rated either Easy or Very Easy by all respondents. The two examples with

the lowest means (examples I and J) were the only two with a blank in which

to write the number of the answer rather than having the respomilent check

beside or circle the answer. 4

Preferences, Forced Choice. Only three respondents identified a preferred

example 'for Individual Multiple Choice items. Dashes (fill in the code, as

in examples I and J), dashes (check one) and blocks were nearly equally pre-

ferred on the first forced-choice item at the bottom of the page. Placing

the number beside the answerland next to the line (example.B), and vertical
/

listing of answers (examples A, B, and E) were preferred by seven of the eleven

completing items 2 and 3-

Several Multiple Choice Items

Ease of Entry. When several multiple choice items with the same response

options 'Were presented, examples A andB were perceived as being the easiest

4-
to enter as indieated by means of 4.23 and 4.00 respectively. (See Section

III.) Both have response options presented in columns with the response label

at the top of each column and a specific number code to be circled oriole blank

to be checked. Example F, which had the third highest mean, also has. the re-
/

. sponse options in an arrangement similar to columns.

4
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Column arrangement with answer cues (example H) was seen as most difii-

cult to enter (R = 2.33)., Example C (R = 2.54) was the only other example

in the entire instrument Pith a mean below 3.00. Both H and C placed number

codes only at the tops of the columns, and in example C there was no structured

method of lining up answers with items horizontally.

Preferences. Preferences were expressed for only four o4 the examples.

Example A was the preference of five respondents, example G (which was ranked

fifth with aN n of 3.58) was preferred by four, while example F (ranked

third) was.preferred by two-and example B by one respondent.

Card Column Indicator Placement

Ease of Entry. Cara column indicators placed beneath answer blanks (ex-

ample C) or to the right of the answer blank along the right side of the page

(example D) were rated easiest to enter (Rc 4.09; Rd = 4.00). (See Section

iv.)
Alk

Preferences, Forced Choice. When asked to indicate'a preference, respon-

dqnts were fairly evenly divided with, three each citing examples B and D,

two respondents each prefefring A and C. Individual format elements of plac-

ing card column indicators in the right margin (example D) and indi'tators

beside the answer blank (example B and D) were each preferred by over half

V

of those responding.

General Format Problems

In response to the questions on the lastsPage of the instrument, respon-

dents most frequently cited answers which are scattered on the page as being

the mdtt troublesome type of format or survey structure for them to enter'

(n=4). Also listed as most' troublesome by one respondent each were: when

both sides of the page are used, wheriCpreced,ing digits are not included, when

card column indicators are not close to the answer, use of answer blocks;
4

and card column indicators with answer on the left.

4,



Discussion and Conclusions

While the number of subjects was limited, those responding did comprise

the entire group of data entry personnel at a major university and were pro-
,

fessionals in the field with years of experience. Their qualifications make

them eminently qualified to provide the information sought in this study.

Forced choice preferences supported the ease-of-entry ratings for for-

matting numeric response items with the use of lines with no periods (for

dollar amounts) that are vertically aligned along the right side of .the page.
40

There wasisome consistency but also some .garding individual

multiple choice item formats. The format rated easiest also contained pre- 4'

ferr.ed elements of dashes- to be checked, numbers beside Ube 'answer options,

and vertical listing of answer options. However, the response format of dashes

with the number code of the answer to be written in was preferred by the largest

number of Aspondents although the two examples (I and J) which used this for-

ma,t were tied in'the rankings as the most difficult. Placement of the number

code following the item, use of parentheses, and circling the answer from
/

a horizoAtal listing were preferred by only a ipingle individual each pnd' are

probably best avoided if possible.

For a group of multiple choice items with ,tne,same response options, the

most preferred format and also the easiest one to enter utilized answer codes

to be circled which are arranged in columns with each column appropriately

labeled with the response option. Both of the highest ranked gtoup multiple

choice formats (A and*B) can easily be adapted to the right-side alignment

of card Cblumn 'indicators which was preferred 'in the section on indicator

placement,. Respondents did not like vertical listing of responses when there.
i

were several items with the same response options. The three examples that

4
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...\were ranked as lost difficult (H, C, and E) were preferred by none of the

4

respondents and, again, should probably be avoided.

While example C for card column indicator placemt was rated easiest

to enter, the individual elements in that example of having card column indi-

cators embedded in the instrument (not aligned) and beneath the responses

were preferred by only one or two individulls: The preferences for individ-

ual design elements relating to card column indicator placement were for in-

dicators to be placed -in the right margin and beside the answer blank, both

of which are illustrated in example D whose mean on ease of entry was very close

to that of the first-ranked fol-mat. It is possible that in example C, the pref-

erence was for indicators beneath the answer blanks because the answer blanks

were not consistently placed on the page.

In-summary, the instrument format preferred by the data entry personnel

would include: dashes or blanks with no embeded periods (continuous lines)

for numeric dollar amounts; vertical listing of response options for in-

.

dividual multiple choice items with a blank beside each option to be checked

and the card column indicators placed in the-margin; columnar listing of nu-

meric codes to be circled and response labels at the heads of the columns

for multiple choice items in which there are several items with the same re-

options; and 'card column indicators placed in the right margin. In-

dividual design elements preferred must be blended into an overall instrument

design that utilizes consistency in both the format for-responses and in place-

ment of card column indicators.

This study, is limited in that only brief examples of different types -

-of formats were used rather than complete instruments. If respondents had

to-

had complete instruments representing various ways of formatting, their responses

might have differed prom those expressed' in this study. The use of complete

7



instruments was considered but abandoned because of the length of time involved

on the part of the respondents. It is also possible that although the respon-

dents expressed a preference for a particular type of format, there might have

been others more preferable which were not included among the choices.

This study did not attempT to determine the relationships between for-
,.

mats preference, speed, and accuracy of entry.' Respondent preference for

a format does not insure that that is the format which would provide for fast-

est or most accurate entry. In terms of cost effectiveness, these questions

also need to be answered. In any instrument, a balance must be found between

processing considerations and those affecting the confidence that can be placed

in the accuracy of responses due to clarity of format and the return rate.

,1
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SECTION I

NUMERIC RESPONSES
Ease of Entry

444f 4-.4 W VI
n n s... m
u u n w. m

,...-- 4.4 >. >1

13) -4-4 .4-4 0 113 SD

C-1 CI V W x

C
ro

A. How much does your household spend per week for food? $

How much doe's your household spend per week for gasoline/travel? $
fl

How much does your household spend per week for entertainment? $

B. How much does your household spend per week for food? $

How much does your household spend per week for gasoline/travel? $
*

How much does your household spend per week for entertaigment?

C. How much does your household spend per week for food?

How much does your household spend per week for gasoline/travel? $

How much does your household spend per week for entertainment?

D. How much -does your household spend per week for tOod? s El EJ
How much does your household spend per week for gasoline/travel? sr] 11 0 0 f=j"

How much does your household spend per week for entertainment? sElli=1 f-1 1 I r-]

E. How much does your household spend per" week for food?

How much does your household spend per week f.or gasoline/travel?

How much does or household spend per week for enterta inment?

1 2 3 4 5

(1) (0) (2) (8) (1)

1 2 3 4 5

(0) (0) (1) (6) (5)

1 2 3 4 5

(0) (2) (1), (5) (4) 3.92 2

1 2 3 4 .5

(2) (3) (2) (2) (3)

1 2 3 4 5

(1) (1) (1) (9) (0) 3.50 4

3.67 3

4.33

3.08 5

Which do you prefer?
A, 1; 8, 1; C, 1; D, 1

* ,

Do you prefer; (check one in each group)

1. 8 Lines
1 Dashes

Blocks

t

2. 5 Period ( . ) 3. 4 Answer at end of question
7 No Period ( Answer along right side -of page

0 Answer beneath item, to left side
of page

1,1
BEV
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SECTION II

r MULTIPLE tDoICE

u 1,
.,-. ..-4 D N
7 .3 .

u M
V V 3 W
,--. (A

>,,,.... ,.... 7... Y.

> n
2, ra 11

11

Id

C

A. Age: (check one) 18-29 y 0 1

3O-49 EI 2

50 years and older Cfl 3

B. Age: (check one)

(1) 18-29
(2) 30-49

(3) 50'years and older

C. Age; (check one)

10 18-29

D. Age: (check one)

(1) 18-29

2 CD 30-49

E. Age: (check one)
1. 18-29
2. 30-49
3. 50 years and older.

F. Age: (check one)

18-29 (1)

30-49 (2)
50 years and older (3)

C.

. r

Age: (check one)

H. Age: (circle one)

1. 18-29

I. Age: . (from list below)
1. 18-29
2..30 -49

3. 50 yearf and older

J. Age (from list below)
1. 18-29
2. 30-49
3. 50 years and older

(2) 30,-49

3 50 years and older

(3) SO years and older

18-29 ( ) 1,

30-49 ( ) 2

50 years and older ( )

2. 30-49 3. 50 years and older

2 3 4

(0) (1) (2) (7) (2)

1 2 3 4 5

(0) (0) (0) (9) (3)

2 4 5

(0 (2) (1) (7) (2)

1 2 3 4 5

(0) (0) (1) (8) (3)

1, 2 3 4 5

(0) (0) (0) (11) `-(1)

1 2 3 4 5

(1) tl) tC) (8) t2)

'
3 4 5

(0) (1) (1) (6) (4)

1 2 3 4 5

(0) (1) (0) (8) (3)

1 2 3 4 5

(1) (2) (0) (6) (3)

1 2 3 4 5

(1) (2) (0) (6) (3)

3-33 6

4.25 -1

3.75 7.5
(tie)

4_17 2

4.08 4

(tie,

3.75 ;.5
cFie

4_08 4

(tie

4.08 4

(tie

3.67 9.5

(fie

3:67 9.5
(tie

Which of the ex pies above do you prefer? B, 1; C, 1; J, 1_

Do you prefer: (check one in each group)

3 Dashes (check one)
3 Blocks
1 Circle, the answer
1 Parenthesis
4 Dash (fill in the number (I or J) 3. 4 Horizontal list of answers (C. D. H.)

2. 3 Number
7 Number
1 Number

on other side of block /line (Ex. A)
beside the answer, next to line (Ex.
after the item (Ex. F)

10
1 2

44



B.

C.

D.

E.

SECTION III
4

III. SEVERAL MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS WITH SAME RESPONSE OPTIONS'

BE8r U20,7 -ABLE

. Very
Circle ones Good Good Fair Poor

Organization and planning
1 2 3 4

7 ----%Communication
1 2 ` 3 4

Qtallty of presentations 1 2 3 4

Check one:

Organization and planning

Communication

Quality of presentations

Check one:

Organization and planning

Communication

Quality of presentations

Check one:

Organization and planning

Communication

Quality of presentations

-et

Circle one:

Organization and planning

Communication

Quality of presentations

,Very
Good Good Fair Poor
'(1) c3) (4)

Very
Good Good Fair Poor
(1) (2) (3)

41

Ease of

, S-. L I :.
n n ,...

,o-) u n U)
(/)>, 44 44 lL1_, 4-, ka-a W 1.1o) - -.- '-'0 W WX+ Q 0. .2.: w >.

x m °

2 3 4 _5

(0) ( ;) (0) (7) (5)

.

1 2 1 4' .45

(0). (0) '(1) (11) (1)

(4)
I I 2 3 4 5

Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

Very good
Good
Fair
Poor _ )=I

EDVery good (1)

(;)Fair
Good jJ

(

Ponr (4)

1 Very good
2 Good
3 Fair
4 Poor

1

1 2

1 2 3

2 3

3

4

4

11

13

(2) (5) (3) (3) (0)

1 2 3 4 5

(1) (2) (1) (6) (3)

1 2 3 4 5

(1) (4) (0) (5) (3)

ti

g,

4.23,

4.00 2

2.54 7

3.62 4

3.38 6
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410

s

tl (Continued)

F.

1h

Check ape:

Organization and planning

( )1. Very go& ) 2.

nicacion

N,Y
2.

4441%,
NS°

4
Quality of presentations

( ) 1. Lry good E ) 2.

Very good )

Check one:

Organization and planning
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor

Communication
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor

Quality of kesentations
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. ,Poor

Circle one:

Good ( ) 3. Fair ( ) 4. Poor

Good ( ) 3. Fair ( ) 4. Poor

Good ( ) 3. Fair ( ) 4. Poor

1

Very
Good Good Fair Poor
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Organization and planning VG/ C P P

Communication VC

Quality of presentations VC C

9

A

Which do you prefer? A, 5; B, 1; F, 2; C, 4

4

12



SECTION IV

PLACEMENT OF' CARD COLUMN 13DICATORS.

7

rase of intry
--1

L..-. j w ,,,I ifo 0 .r.,
c..,.. .. 01,

:, ,-, ,...,

>, >,
1... 5,_. ... to L.w --.. .. 0 m W> i'.. ,n ' Z u. > x

_st

a
ro

C

That did you do during summer vacation? (Mark as many as apply to you)

rested/traveled (ccl)
worked at another job. (cc2)
taught summer school (cc3)
took courses (cc4)
none of the above (cc5)

If you were employed in another job, how many hours did you work per week? (ccb -1)

B. What did you do during summer vacation? (Mark as many as apply to you)

-(ccl)

(cc2)

(cc3)

(cc4)

(cc5)

(cc6 -7)

rested/traveled
worked at another job
taught suppler school
took courses
none of the above

If you were employed in another job, how many hours did you work per week?'

That did you de during summer vacation? (Mark as matey as apply to you)

it
rested/traveled

worked at another job

taught summer school

(ccl)

(cc2)

(cc3)

(cc4)

(cc5)

If you were employed in another job, how many hours did you:.work-per week?

took courses

none of the above

(cc6-7)

D. What did you do during summer vacation? (Mark as many as apply to you)

rested/traveled (ccl)
worked at another job (cc2)
taught summer school (cc3)
took courses (cc4)
none of the above (cc5)

If you were employed in another job, how many hours did you work per week?

7 (cc6 -7)

2 '3 4

(1) (3) (1) (6) (0)

1 2 3' 4 5

(1) (3) (0) (4) (3)

2 3 4 5

r

(0) (1) (0) (7) (3)

2 3 4 5

(1) (2) (4) (4)

3.09 4

3.45 3

4.09 1

4.00 2

-thich of the examples do you prefer?

.0o you prefer: (check one in each group)

A, 2; B, 3; C, 2; D, 3

2 cc in left margin (Ex. B) 2. 7 cc beside answer blank (Ex. B, D)
7 cc in right margin (Ex. D) 4 cc beside response (Ex. A)
2 cc embedded in questionnaire (Ex. A,C) 1. cc beneath response (Ex. C)

a


